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Memory Expedition
The project Tolerance and Empathy for Social Cohesion − TECOS is
valuing the Memory Expedition via an information civic campaign.
The Memory Expeditions is a project aiming to recover the memory and reconstruct the Stalinist deportations following the path of
the people deported from the Bessarabia occupied by soviets towards
the special sites from Kazakhstan and Siberia. The project objectives
are of academic, educational and civic nature. The visionary mission
of the Memory Expeditions is to develop a trend among the youth to
discover the places holding thousands of graves belonging to their
grandparents and great-grandparents.
My colleague, historian Octavian Ticu, being the Minister of Youth
and Sports a few years ago for a short period, wished to implement it
nationally. In order to achieve civic activism among Moldovan youth
and generate a social consensus in the society regarding this issue
of our historical background, back in 2013 when I was the Minister
of Youth and Sports, I considered it appropriate to initiate a social
youth program − The Memory Expeditions − which aimed to attract
the youth into a process of applicable knowledge of our history by
directly involving the youth in discovering those landmarks that had
shaped us in time, my colleague expressly mentioned.
I joined and contributed to this idea because since the period of
my PhD studies I wanted to visit the places that thousands of people
from Bessarabia had been deported to. It was one of my professional,
academic objectives, because an in-depth research of the Stalinist deportations cannot be conducted without visiting and studying those destinations, discovering the local aspects of the deportees’ lives,
collaborating with the local archives and complementing the spoken
stories of those who returned and those who chose to remain in Siberia and Kazakhstan, or returned back there after having tried and
failed to restart their lives in their native village.
3
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In October 2013 the first edition of the Memory Expeditions took
place in the Karaganda region of Kazakhstan. We visited the Karlag
from Dolinka village and Spassk, Jezkazgan. We met with Ion Rusu,
92 years old, who had been the subject of repressions. The results, my
impressions and those of my colleagues can be viewed in the video
library available online.
In November 2014 the second edition of the Memory Expeditions
was held, the visit was to the Karaganda region in Kazakhstan again.
Octavian Ticu mentioned: During those Expeditions students
and professors from the State University of Moldova, the State Pedagogical University, the Free International University, the “Al.I.Cuza”
University from Iasi and the Bucharest University, researchers from
the Academy of Sciences Institute of History, journalists from “TV
Moldova 1” and “TVR Iasi” TV stations, as well as film people (the
OWH director and producer) visited the Almaty and Karaganda regions. The TIMPUL newspaper widely reported on the results of these expeditions, and they also resulted in the production of two documentaries and a collection of documents regarding the war prisoners
from the 99 Spassk concentration camp.
In September 2016, the third edition of the Memory Expeditions with the destination Irkutsk took place. Our itinerary was as
follows: Chisinau − Moscow − Irkutsk city − Irkutsk region − Bratsk
town − the Chunka, Novochunka, Parchum, Lesogorsk, Veseoloe villages and back. Overall, in 10 days we traveled 16000 km by plane,
train, off-road car, bus, minibus, taxi and on foot (pedestrian).
Our team was composed by nine persons, with diverse
profiles, but complementing each other: two historians - Octavian
Ticu (Institue of History, Academy of Science) and myself
(National Association of Young Historian from the Repubic of
Moldova - ANTIM), film-macker Violeta Gorgos (TVR Iasi),
producer Virgiliu Margineanu (OWH Studio), journalist Corina
Cojocaru (TV Moldova 1), operator Oleg Popescu (OWH Studio),
4
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student at the master Alexandru Guțan (State Pedagogical University
„Ion Creanga”), students Mariana Cebotari and Natalia Guzun (State
Pedagogical University „Ion Creanga”). The project is implemented
by the National Association of Young Historian from the Repubic of
Moldova − ANTIM, coordinator Sergiu Musteata, the dean of the
State Pedagogical University „Ion Creanga” and it is funded by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Romania.
The following is my travel journal (diary) well-supplied with
challenges and findings:

5
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The Memory Expedition into Siberia 2016
Diary: challenges and findings

September 20th, Irkutsk, 08:00 local time (03:00 Moldovan
time) − Mihail Rojanskii met us at the airport and took us to our
host, Galina. We were accommodated
in two locations: Octavian and
Alexandru lived in a wooden house
where Galina’s family lives as well. It
is a historic house, wooden, with deep
windows, close to the ground. The other
members of the expedition, the rest of
us, we were accommodated in a threeroom apartment on the third floor of the
building across the street. We slept for about four hours recovering
after the sleepless night and trying to adjust to the new time zone −
plus 5 hours. When we woke up it was 13:00 and we went to Galina’s
for crepes (pancakes), the house specialty. The crepes were served
with raspberry, currant, plum
jam and Siberian tea. We talked
and learned that the lady is very
knowledgeable

about the current politic and economic
realities, but doesn’t know anything
about the waves of deportations that we
came here to study.
6
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After lunch we went for a walk
around the city of Irkutsk, we
noticed the specificity of the city,
considered the capital of Eastern
Siberia, discovering its interesting
combination of the Eastern and
Western Eurasia.
On September 22nd, early in the
morning we met with Mihail Rojanskii.
We had agreed to meet in front of the Irkutsk “Gorduma” (city hall),
but as soon as we met, we went on walking along a street with wooden
houses to film his reflections on the subject that
concerned us. Mihail is the director
of a humanitarian association and
he volunteered to be our co-partner in
this expedition. Mihail told us that the
history of Irkutsk begins 355 years ago
when the written sources mention the
settlement for the first time. Currently
there are 68 ethnicities living in Irkutsk,
since there were several waves of migration in the region. The first
settlers were those from the Novosibirsk region, which descended to
the South, settling down on the banks of the Angara River. After
this, the Ukrainian ethnic missionaries
that preached about Christianity
among the shamanism of the local
population reached Siberia as well.
The Swedes taken prisoners after
the Nordic war were also exiled
here. There are ethnic groups of
Poles, Catholics, that were brought
for forced work. The end of the 19th
7
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century is marked by multiple mixt families
between Byelorussians, Poles, Ukrainians,
Dutch and the local shamans, thus towards
the middle of the 20th century, when the
echelons of deportees were brought from
the Eastern parts of the USSR (the Baltic
countries, Bessarabia, Ukraine, Belarus), the population was quite
heterogeneous. In 1949, thousands of deportees were brought from
the Moldovan SSR villages to the city and region of Irkutsk. Mihail
told us that in his early childhood he shared the same house with a
family of deportees from Bessarabia. The family of Ion Gheorghe
Plugaru with his wife Elizaveta
Ion Plugaru who had 3 children
was deported to Irkutsk in 1949
and lived in the same house with
Mihail Rojanskii’s family, he
was very young at that time.
In 1956 the Plugaru family,
being rehabilitated, leaves
Irkutsk and comes back to
Chisinau. The testimony corresponds to the documents from the
Chisinau archives and The Memory Book1 and brings an additional
proof regarding the deportees’ coexistence with the locals which
most of the times was mutually beneficial. Mihail recalls that their
families remained in contact for many years, and they even visited
them in Chisinau. However, as time passed, their relationship was
interrupted.
Mihail invited his colleague Larisa Salahova, university professor,
historian and researcher, to join our meeting. The discussion with
1

Cartea Memoriei, vol. II, p. 228, Terebna village, Edinet rayon: PLUGARU Gheorghe I. (1901),
PLUGARU Elizaveta M. —wife (1903), PLUGARU Serghei —son (1924), PLUGARU Ion —son
(1927), PLUGARU Mihail — son (1932). Deported to the Irkutsk region (1949), on grounds of
being „kulaks”.

8
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Larisa was focused on the history of the region and the impact of
the peoples that were brought here by force. The influence started
with the mentality, culture, traditions exchange, daily life (the
sewing machines the deported
Moldovan women had brought
with them). From historical and
anthropological perspective, today
it would be interesting to study the
collective memory, the memory of the
locals, the memory of the deported,
their cohesion and coexistence,
Larisa concluded. She emphasized
the paradoxical fact that many of the
deportees, being hardworking and meeting their work quotas, were
seen on the honorary boards, being awarded medals and certificates.
Actually, the message sent by the soviet power was that the enemies
of the people, the big landowners and kulaks were being reeducated
through work and included in the socialist system. For the deportees,
though, the motivation to work came from the need to survive in
austere and especially difficult Siberian conditions.
Larisa Salahova visited Moldova in august 1989 participating in
a seminar organized in Vadul-lui-Voda. She recalls that when they
were leaving they were escorted all the way to the airport by police
officers. They did not understand why and nobody explained to them
what was going on. Only when they got home, to Irkutsk, they saw
it in the news that Moldova had declared its independence and was
at the apex of the national liberation
movement.
September 23rd − we came to Bratsk,
650km from Irkutsk, on a night bus,
after 9 hours on the road. Alexandru,
Mihail Pasat’s work colleague and
9
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member of the Bessarabia Association − the Moldovan diaspora in
Bratsk, greeted us. We visited the Energhetik town where the largest
hydropower plant of the region is located. Its construction began in
1952 and very many Moldovans worked on it (from amongst the
deportees or those who later came voluntarily for the construction).
The air was full of smoke because of the burning taiga surrounding
Bratsk, stuffed with a thick fog as well, with a
dwelling smell coming from the
factories incompliant with the
environment standards. The
townspeople suffer from various
chronic or incurable diseases
due to the bad environment.
Unfortunately,
the
town
administration does not take
sufficient and effective measures
to solve these problems due to the high level of corruption. In the
afternoon, we visited the open-air museum − the Angarsk village located far in taiga. It consists of different types of houses the local
population builds − the Yakuti and the Yavengi people. The shamanic
elements characteristic to these
peoples are reflected in the
hunting traditions, as well as in
their daily existence, having to
survive in the low temperatures
of the long Siberian winters. We
saw the houses built on wood
poles that we’ve read about in the
Russian stories there, the „huts
on chicken legs”. Other auxiliary
constructions are called „labaz”,
cone shaped, barracks, or semi oval.
10
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There we admired the „Angarsk sea”, i.e. the artificial lake that
was built as a water reservoir. The beautiful colors of the autumn
charmed us. We had never seen so
much
yellow-bronze-red-greyish
ever before.
In Bratsk I met with the first
person who told me about his parents
being deported, and he himself, Victor
Chetroi, was born in 1952 in the
town they had been deported to in
the Akmolinsk region, Kazakhstan.
His father, Gheorghe Tudor (1913)
from Branza village, Vulcanesti region,
was deported on the night of June 1213, 1941, being married to his first wife.
She could not make it and died during
the first winter in the place they had
been deported to. Shortly after, Gheorghe
marries a girl from the deported family
as well, Kuzmina Alexandra Ion. The
marriage gave them five sons and two daughters. In 1973, after their
father’s death, Victor with one of his brothers, moved to Bratsk. Victor
remembers that his father had a difficult childhood, but growing
up stood well on his feet, becoming one of the best toftmen (small
holder) of the Branza village. He built a
mill and a school in the village, starting
a family with Ioana from his village.
His brother, Chetroi Vasile, was taken
to army and fought ending up dying in
Poland. Today his name is written on
a memorial stone in Chisinau, while his
father was considered „enemy of the state”
11
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and sent to Kazakhstan with the first wave of massive deportations
from the Bessarabia occupied by soviets. Their beautiful household
was confiscated by the soviet power. Victor recalls that the last time
he was in Moldova, he visited his village and saw that the mill and
the school that his father had built are still functioning today. The
villagers were gossiping that he
supposedly came to ask for his
fortune back, but Victor ensured
me that he is not interested in
the fortune, but in the fate of
his grandparents whom he knows
nothing about, except for the fact
that they were both deported on
the same night. Studying The
Memory Book2, we discovered this
family in the lists for the Branza
village, listing four members: the parents (Chetroi Teodor I., 1888,
Chetroi Maria I., 1889), their son, Chetroi Gheorghe T. (1913) and
his wife (Chetroi Ioana A.), deported in 19413. Victor tells us that
while his father and his wife were brought to Kazakhstan, these days
nothing is known about the fate of his grandparents − Teodor and
Maria. Even though he submitted express requests at the Moldovan
Prosecutor’s Office and the Akmolinsk region Prosecutor’s Office from
Kazakhstan, the answers were negative, mentioning that Chetroi
Teodor, Chetroi Maria and Chetroi Ioana’s date and place of death
are not known. The rehabilitation certificates were obtained for the
family members and for Victor, who being born in the Akmolinsk
region got his certificate at the Akmolinsk region Prosecutor’s Office
from Kazakhstan. I noticed that Victor Chetroi had this special
interest in his grandparents’ fate, in tracing their destiny so that
2
3

Cartea Memoriei (original title)
Cartea Memoriei, vol. IV, p. 281.
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he can pass his family story on to his children. He considers himself
Moldovan and is moved by the memories his parents cultivated in him,
by the living memory of the village they were deported from. He likes
Moldovan traditions and songs, we sang together „Moldovan Rose”4
and „Bucovina resonates with
the cuckoo’s song”5. Victor
Chetroi is a role-model worth
following if we talk about the
passion he studies his family
history and national identity
with.
In Bratsk we were kindly
helped by the Bessarabia
Diaspora Association, whose
members impressed us with their
friendly and helpful spirit. The
leader of the Association, Vasile Negrescu, originally from Sturzovca
village, Glodeni, ended up living in Bratsk as early as his teenage
years. This is where he got his education and climbed the professional
ladder all the way up to becoming
the Head of Department in the
City Police. His nostalgia about
his home and family was expressed
shedding tears with these words:
„I wish my mamma would rise up
and make a zeama6 like only she
ever could! This is my dream”!
Mihail Pasat born in a village
from Nisporeni, told us that „on
every vacation, together with my
4
5
6

Trandafir de la Moldova (original title)
Cântă cucul bată-l vina, de răsună Bucovina!.. (original title)
Traditional chicken soup
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family, I come to Moldova, back home to
my mother! I don’t go to Taiwan! I go
back home to my mother”! Together with
his wife, Nadejda Lesnic, born in the
same village, and their four beautiful
children, they spend their vacations in
the Bessarabian village. They promote
native home values through the menu of
the restaurant as well, which includes
a great deal of Moldovan dishes −
mamaliga, sarmale, racituri, friptura,
placinte7 etc. We tasted Moldovan
dishes cooked with love over 6000
km away from home! Thanks to the
efforts of the Pasat family to preserve
the national identity and values they
came to Russia over 20 years ago
unaltered. His colleague, Constantin
Bors, also echoed the same idea: „We
want to go back to Moldova, that’s
where my heart is”! The Association
was created as a refuge to sooth his
longing for home and to support each
other in good and bad, because when
you are far away, life is full of many
more surprises. Most of the active
members of the Bratsk diaspora are
migrant workers who came to the
Irkutsk and Bratsk region at the
end of the 90s to find a temporary
solution and make some money.
7

Traditional dishes: polenta, cabbage rolls,
meat aspic, meat goulash, traditional pies
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The region, though, was quite welcoming, since the
forestry industry of the region needs labor force. And our
Moldovans fit in perfectly thanks to their will to make a living there!
From what I managed to notice, indeed, the hardworking, responsible
men are in high demand in Siberia! Because of established traditions,
the locals are more focused on drinking, relaxing and having fun
for weeks on end. The problem is quite serious, involving aspects
related to relationship issues between the two sexes, but also to the
balanced family development. I saw men who looked over
60 when they were actually around 30-35. Most
of them die around 40 because of the alcoholism.
So the Moldovan men ending up in Eastern
Siberia between the 1990-2000 managed to
stand up from the crowd due to their decency and
good up-bringing, but also due to hard work and
responsibility they showed. Today, the Moldovans
who shared our meal are prosperous business people, respected by the
community, with a good reputation. Had not they been so far away
from home, longing, they would probably be the happiest people in
Siberia. It is not that easy, though, to live with this feeling of longing
for home, for Bessarabia, as they called their association.
Towards the evening, in the light of the Siberian autumn, we visited
a special place − Lukomorie − http://www.lukomore.net/ - where, to our
surprise, we saw the Moldovan flag hoisted right
on the main alley entering the resort. Of course it
was not the only flag, but being among the first
ones it brought a feeling of joy. Especially when we
started dancing the Moldovan “hora” right next to
this symbol that makes your heart skip a beat. The
tricolor flag brought up emotions and memories,
and Romanian language melodiously flowing over the Lukomorie
alley. A big surprise, though, was to hear the story of the owner’s
family − Norman Andrei Spartac − whose mother is from Bessarabia.
15
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I insisted on talking to the lady who has reached an honorable age. We
discovered a bright face, happy to have guests, just like a child. Her
eyes were sparkling and were curious to find out who we were and how
we ended up there to see her. Telling her about our mission we started
to stir the painful past and we found out that, unfortunately, we got
to knowing her too late. Her memory erased a significant part of the
more distant layers so that today, Maria Naprienco remembers very
little. We only managed to identify that she was born in 1927, she does
not remember her birthplace, but it was a village from the interbelic
(interwar) Bessarabia. She remembers very well that when she was
14, she was deported together with her parents, Varvara Turcanu and
Afanasii Naprienco, and her older sisters Valentina and Tamara, on
the night of June 12-13, 1941. They were deported to Yakutiya, but
her parents always remembered Bessarabia, our lands and forests from
back home. Her father, especially, recalled the mill
he used to have in the village. Life in Yakutiya
was hard, they were all going to work, cutting
down forest, preparing fodder for the animals. In
time they built a house, but because of the illnesses
and sadness the parents passed away early. They
are buried in the place they were deported to. Her
mother’s brothers, Turcan Serghei and Turcan Chiril, were also
deported to the same region of Yakutiya. But they were sent to work in
the gold mines. In time, Maria became an accountant and worked in
the constructions industry. She married a local Russian with PolishJewish roots with whom they had a child. Thus, her boy, today the
owner of this resort, has Moldovan roots on his
mother’s side. Unfortunately
he has never visited
Moldova, his mother’s
homeland. Now that we
have met and intrigued
him even more, he promised
16
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that next summer, on the first occasion (possibility), he will make his
way to the place where his mother comes from.
The following day we took a three-hour train ride from Bratsk to
Chunskiy. We saw the colors of the Siberian autumn − a rich palette
as far as the eye can see, but, unfortunately, the villages peeping from
the wild taiga along the way are not very well tended. They are shabby
settlements with no esthetic structure or note, country roads or just raw
gravel, piles of wood thrown by the gates of houses, as if the time stood
still. Here and there a man or two, were drinking blind also. We saw
many types of people in the train − European, Mongol, Chinese, Yakuti
and the list could surely continue. Some were playing cards, others
were finding comfort in vodka. The train attendants made a couple of
rounds to check tickets, with a German Sheppard with them. Although
there was a non-smoking sign in the train car, the policemen themselves
were the ones to allow one of our team members who is a heavy smoker
to smoke in a place only they knew. It seems strange, because those who
are supposed to enforce the law are the first ones to break it.
We reached Chunskiy. Vasile Popa (from Mandresti village, Telenesti
rayon) and Valeriu Pulbere were expecting us there. We greeted each
other in Romanian and noticed how much they
wanted to speak in their native tongue. We got into
their expensive cars and went to see the community
along the road to the place where lunch was waiting
for us. After we recovered a bit, we were headed off to
Lesogorsk, a village nearby. At the school, the museum
curator and ethnographer, Vera Vorobiova, was
expecting us, she gave us an introduction into the
history of the community. The most important moment
from her history speech was for us, of course, the
part about the postbelic (postwar) period when
thousands of deportees from the Baltic countries,
Ukraine and Moldova started to be brought here.
Together with populating the region, which became
17
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studded with concentration and labor camps, the elements of civilization
were gradually brought as well. The neighborhood villages − Parchum,
Chunka, Novochunka − were raised by the deportees. Until the trains
with the repressed people arrived, there was only wild taiga here. The
people were transported in trucks from the Tayshet railway and were
just left to their fate right there in the middle of nowhere in taiga. There
were no place names. They were tentatively called: 114th km, 115th km,
116th km, 120th km, 129th km etc. These were the names that would later
get their pained human face − Parchum, Chunka, Novochunka − and
which today are official. Moldovanca village used to be there among
them, but due to the circumstances it does not exist anymore. We only
discovered the narrated story of this village, iconic for the history of
deportations. The ethnographer Elena Datskaya coordinated a research
based on collecting the oral stories conducted by Sofia Balinskaja, a ninth
grader from Novochunka, who collected the memories of the elderly that
still remember those times − Raisa Pavina, Maria Duca, Ecaterina
Toporkov8. From their testimonials, we find out that the village popped
up right in the middle of taiga. The commanding administration of
the special settlement Novochunka allowed the Moldovans to build their
barracks directly in the forest so that they would not waste their time to
get from the village to their workplace every day. Thus, everyone started
calling the settlement Moldovanca. The deportees had no choice but to
adapt to the harsh living conditions.
Those who could not resist, they just died because the authorities did
not provide medical or humanitarian assistance. Being all on their own,
the Moldovans built their own houses and started building additional
auxiliary village constructions such as a canteen, a school (elementary),
a brick production facility, a horse stable, a Club, and a sauna. Maria
Duca was telling us: „they weren’t feeding us at the canteen as it’s usually
done, but they were giving us the servings of soup, tea and bread. It was
prohibited to give us more than the established amount. There was a shop
8

The article in Romanian as translated by Natalia Guzun, member of the Memory Expeditions
team, can be read here - http://www.timpul.md/articol/moldovanca-%E2%80%93-un-sat-basarabean-uitat-in-taigaua-siberiana-99114.html
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providing some products in this little village but ane could only buy the
regulated limited amount. The older children from Moldovanca village
had the possibility to go to the Novochunka school. They were asking
their mates from Novochunka to buy them bread from the local shop,
and they were bringing it home to help their families”.
The responsible for the Moldovans’ work was an individual called
Metla, but several supervisors were necessary. They were appointed
from amongst the Moldovans. Nicolai and Ivan Mardari brothers and
Ivan Smargun were chosen for this function. The Memory Book9 lists
the entire Mardari family, originally from the Comrat city: Mardari
Alexandru D. (1904), Mardari Maria I. − wife (1905), Mardari Ivana
Al. − daughter (1932) − is actually Ivan, the son, Mardari Nicolae
Al. − son (1935). All of them were subjected to repressions in 1949 on
grounds of being “kulaks”. Now we know exactly where they ended up.
It is not inconceivable that some of them may be in the cemetery in
taiga, because it often happened that people died at their workplace due
to accidents in the forest. We have not found other information about
Ivan Smargun yet, but from testimonials it turns out he married a
local and after his rehabilitation stayed there to live in the housing
provided by the soviet state in the Novochunka village.
Communication between the deportees and locals was under
very strict rules; personal communication was
prohibited; only work related communication was
allowed. Each new-coming worker was instructed in
this regard and it was, of course, strictly monitored.
After Stalin’s death and the so-called rehabilitation,
most left the place they had been deported to, and
those who chose to stay, because there was nothing
to go back to anymore, moved to the bigger and more developed towns or
settlements of the Irkutsk region.
Today, only the memory of this village still lingers, especially in the
memory of those who lived and worked there. Still, its existence can also
9

Cartea Memoriei, vol. IV, p. 301.
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be certified by the graves of those who died in the bitter colds of -5065°C, now left in decay.
Valeriu Pulbere confessed that working in taiga cutting trees, his team
hit bones and signs of graves and he stopped the process immediately,
realizing they were stepping on graves. Although,
not knowing the history of the region, he could not
imagine those were actually graves of Moldovan
deportees. Only now, when our team came and
raised awareness about the repressions of the
40s and 50s in the Irkutsk region, he made
the connection and understood what it was
all about. This element of learning in the field that was present in the
dialogue between the expedition members and the Bessarabia Association
representatives prevailed over the period of those only a couple of days
that we interacted, because Valeriu Pulbere and Vasile Popa were with
us on every site and they went through this transformational experience
of getting to know the history. Together we
visited the Staro-Novo-Chunskiy cemetery
and discovered old graves and already
breaking down crosses, but we managed to
read the seemingly Romanian names: Sarbu
Petru10, Martaniuc Claudia, Martaniuc
Inochentie.
The dramatic fate of Octavian Ticu’s11 grandmother and uncles
is also connected to the history of Parchum. They were deported on July
5-6, 1949. On the streets of this village, Octavian reminisced telling
us the stories shared with him as young child. They worked cutting
the taiga, and his uncles learned in time and became good drivers.
I saw my colleague, usually reserved and not showing his feelings,
10
11

SARBU Petru (1890), born in Telenesti, Cartea Memoriei, vol. IV, p. 437.
GROSU Eugenia E. (1905), GROSU Ion M. − the son (1928), GROSU Gheorghe M. − the son (1931),
GROSU Maria M. − the daughter (1941), from Costuleni village, Ungheni rayon, deported in 1949
to the Irkutsk region under the false accusation of collaboration with the enemy. Rehabilitated in
1990. Cartea Memoriei, vol. IV, p. 207.
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more fragile than ever, emotional and a bit lost in
history-memories-pain-past-present-future. There
he told us that when he initiated the project idea he
thought of his family’s history, because as a child he
was hearing the stories of his uncles and, becoming
a historian, he promised he would trace their steps,
bringing the injustice and the tragedies of
so many families to light − an additional proof
that personal motivation is a strong catalyst
in achieving a public goal, overcoming
obstacles and achieving the
final objective, which becomes a
common result.
In Novochunka we visited the only Moldovan left
among the locals, Constantin Miscoi, who came here
for work and got married. His two daughters work in
Chunka and visit him regularly. He has a strong longing for home,
his homeland, but has no possibility to come back home. He does not
even have a valid passport anymore, or strength, even though he has
relatives and sisters with whom he talks from time to time.
We visited the village cemetery together with grandpa Constantin
and we saw many graves of Moldovans forever left to the Siberian
cold. Miscoi Tudor Gheorghe, the Vidrascu family (on
the crosses their name is russified − Vidrasco) were
among them. This family is listed with all its members
in The Memory Book12: Vidrascu Boris I. (1904) −
his well-tended cross indicated the date of his death:
17/08/1992 (he lived quite long, reaching 88 years
of age!), Vidrascu Antonina P. − wife (1918) − the
cross indicated the date of her death but it was not
readable, Vidrascu Constantin B. − son (1930) − the
date of his death on the cross is 1/11/1977, so the
12

Cartea Memoriei, vol. IV, p. 213.
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son had died before his father,
at a much younger age, only
47. Other than this, the rest of
the family members probably
returned to their homeland,
namely: Vidrascu Victor
B. − son (1936), Vidrascu
Gheorghe B. − son (1941),
Vidrascu Ion B. − son
(1944), Vidrascu Vladimir B. − son (1946), Vidrascu
Nina B. − daughter (1948). This family from Frasinesti village,
Macaresti municipality, Ungheni region, was deported on July 5-6
1949 with their many young children to the Irkutsk region as a
family of „kulaks”.
On our way from the cemetery, grandpa
Constantin remembered that the daughter of
another deportee still lived in the village. He
had already died but Constantin knew him well
since they were both namesakes and shared a
homeland. So this is how we met Zinaida, the
daughter of Tudor Miscoi from Barboieni village, Nisporeni region,
a lady of 50-55, speaking only Russian. She was very sociable and
told us that her father (Tudor) together with her mother (Zinovia)
and two daughters (Zinaida and Nina) were deported to Parchum
in 1949. Indeed, the information corresponds to the data in the
Memory Book victims’ catalogue, where all the family
is listed (with russified names, of course): Mescoi
Zinovia H. (1903), Mescoi Fiodor Gh. — son (1931),
Mescoi Zinaida Gh. — daughter (1935), Mescoi Nina
Gh. — daughter (1939), deported in 1949 to the
Irkutsk region as family members of a “traitor of the
country”13. This means her father was an adult when
he was deported. Working in the forestry industry,
13

Cartea Memoriei, vol. III, p. 38.
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he soon married a local from Parchum and started a family having
five children. Zinaida was telling us that when she was only 3 years
old, they all visited Moldova, but she does not remember it clearly.
She only knows that her father, playing the accordion, was humming
Moldovan folklore, telling stories about Moldova and his childhood.
The family was in touch with their relatives from Barboieni while
he lived, now, though, not anymore. Being asked why her family
was deported, Zinaida repeated several times
that “those were the times, the wealth was
being stripped and all those who were wealthy
were deported”. She said it so lightly that I
considered necessary to go a little deeper and
ask her if her father was upset with the soviet
power for what happened to his family and
if he considered that the deportations were
an injustice. Her answer was firm: “No, he was never upset with the
soviet power, he was happy he came here, he got married, he had 5
children”! Her smile and lively expression confirmed once again that
what we had in front of us was a product of the
soviet regime, with no ethnical awareness, with
no problems of the past, and with the Stockholm
syndrome justifying and praising the hangman
without even realizing that she was its victim.
The road lead us further to Vesyoloe village
where a family of Moldovans was already
expecting us − Alexandra Lopata and Alexei Barladean. We had a
hearty discussion from which we learned how the family ended up
in the middle of nowhere in taiga.
The Lopata family, from Orhei village, was deported to the Irkutsk
region on July 5-6, 1949. In The Memory Book14 we clarify the details
that were given to us by our source of oral history: Lopata Grigore
V. (1900), Lopata Ana P. — wife (1915), Lopata Liuba Gr. —
daughter (1936), Lopata Petru Gr. — son (1946), Lopata Vasile
14

Cartea Memoriei, vol. III, p. 113.
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Gr. — son (1947). The count of indictment: merchants. Alexandra
is not listed among the family members. The explanation is as simple
as that: when the family was deported, she had not yet been born, her
mother carrying her still in her bosom on her 6th month of pregnancy.
That night, her father was not home, he was out fishing. Two of the
soldiers that came to take the family away at 4AM forced the wife
to go with them and look for her husband, so that they could have
him arrested and deported. The family had a good household and they
were hard-working, the father having no education, and
the mother, even though she had 5 grades education, was
a housewife. They were considered kulaks, Alexandra told
us. Other people from the village were also deported with
them, Alexandra recalls Ilie and Frosea Pascari family,
but they are not mentioned in The Memory Book.
Supplementing the Memory Book (which is well known
as a catalogue of the victims of soviet regime) based on
testimonials and memories is especially valuable, because
not all archive documents survived, files have not been put together for
all the deportees, and not all of them were included in the lists
of repressed. Thus, we have to be aware that the
actual number of deportees is much richer than
the surviving soviet documents tell us.
The Lopata family members, together with
the rest of the “kulaks, merchants, spies”, all
boarded on trains, reached their destination
on August 26, 1949 being accommodated in
tents in the middle of nowhere in taiga where now Vesyoloe village
lies. Being given work tools, the Moldovans started building their
barracks so that they would not have to face the weather out in the
cold. But the process was not at all easy, so Alexandra Lopata was
born on November 11, 1949, right there in the cold tent, without
basic sanitation, medical assistance or the privacy required in birth
giving. She worked in taiga just like everyone else right up until her
24
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last day of pregnancy and immediately after she gave birth, without
any preferential regime or working hours adjusted to her condition.
Up until she was three years old, Alexandra was raised by her older
brothers and sisters, after that she was enrolled in kindergarten.
The Moldovans found ways to adapt and survive, establishing
connections with the other deportees in the
region. From the 6 tents that 510 Moldovans
were left in, they developed a settlement which
started to be called Vesyoloe. Paradoxical
placename, coming, probably, from the typical
effervescent character of Moldovans, which
in spite of all the hardships and drama they lived with, they were
organizing their wedding, baptising and burial ceremonies that were
also a mutual support system. In addition to all
that, there are of course the grief and longing
ballads. However, on the Siberian backdrop,
all the others were under the impression that
this was a merry village. This specific trait
accounting for the name it was given. Walking
the village streets today, Alexandra showed us the
place where the tents had been put up − today
it is a sort of pasture in the middle of the
village. Right next to it the canteen was located,
the administration where the deportees had to
periodically register, for strict monitoring. In
the immediate neighborhood we saw the first well
dug by the Moldovans brought here forcibly. This
symbol, the well, comes up in many testimonials
of the deportation survivors − because it is an
element of civilization that the Moldovans had
brought to Siberia. Up until then, the locals were
not acquainted with this concept, using water
from the rivers for all purposes. There are two
25
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barracks in the village that still survived, with some improvements,
of course, now sheltering families that, I suppose, do not know much
about their homes. In 9-10 years of village development, other ethnics
from those exiled here joined the Moldovans,
so the settlement grew significantly. Streets
and districts appeared, bearing the specific
of the ethnicities populating them. The most
impressive, for us, was the fact that we walked
on the Moldovan street consisting of houses „a la
Moldavie”, in other words Moldovan houses, but
built from Siberian materials, i.e. beams combined
with timber. The traditional elements such as the front porch, the
balcony, windows with a blue painted lace-like wooden frame make
them stand out among all the other Russian houses. Today, these
houses belong to Russians who either bought them, or occupied them
after the Moldovans had returned to their
homeland, starting with 1956. They remain in
good shape and are real standing testimonials
of the deportees’ contribution to populating,
exploring and civilizing the region.
The Lopata family worked in this village, had
another child, Maria, in 1956. However, four years
before that, in 1952 they had lost their older daughter, Liuba, who died
in a work accident (a tree fell down and crushed her). Alexandra is the
one taking care of her grave today.
When they were allowed to leave their place
of deportation, only their father returned
to Orhei, being divorced. The mother with
the children remained in Vesyoloe. They
started their correspondence with their
relatives, and one of the aunts, Vera, even
came to visit them in 1964. Talking to her,
they started missing home again and in
1966, when their mother was already retired, they all returned to
26
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Moldova. However, they settled down with their aunt, in Cretoaia
village. They did not return to their house in the village because of
the pain and unpleasant disagreements they had, knowing that a
relative remained to live there after they were deported. In Cretoaia,
Alexandra met her future husband − Alexei Barladeanu − with
whom they decided to come to work in Vesyoloe, to earn some money
to start their family life together. Our interlocutor even mentioned
that she felt the calling of her birthplace and that was
why they decided to come here instead of anywhere
else. Thus, in July 1975 they settled down for good
in Vesyoloe, where we met them. They made peace
with the thought that they live here, especially since
Alexandra’s mother, who followed them shortly, is
also buried here. They make the living by working,
hoping that tomorrow will be better. They are not
wondering much about the events we stirred. They
still keep some old photographs, but nothing of
that period’s documents or letters. The discussion
with us was a rare occasion to reminisce about those years that
we see as somber, hard, painful, and they see them as life, just life.
To my question what was the most painful memory related to the
deportations and the life during the first years of taming Siberia,
Alexandra replied that she was most affected by
her parents’ divorce. A child’s trauma knowing
that their parents are divorced prevails over
other painful events that happened in parallel.
The dampening of other negative emotions
is not based on the fact that there were no
other more painful events, but on the fact
that nobody explained that what happened
to them was a great injustice, a horrible crime, a deep
wound in the heart of thousands of people of Moldovan, Ukrainian,
Bulgarian, Gagauz, Russians, Jewish and other ethnicities from the
forcibly Sovietized Moldova.
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Still, our questions, flowing
from all directions, managed to get
Alexandra all emotional, especially
since we went to the cemetery too,
to document the graves she told
us about. There we saw an entire
sector of graves overgrown with
vegetation, or almost totally
decayed, with their crosses rotted and on the ground, with their
inscriptions unreadable − the graves of the deportees who died in the
Siberian cold.
Together with Constantin Miscoi, Alexandra Lopata and Alexei
Barladean (our delegation grew larger in time),
we went to see another Moldovan, an older one,
Dumitru Cazacenco.
He greeted us at the gate, together with his
wife, whom he introduced as “my Siberian girl”!
However, to identify himself he used an expression,
as much allegoric as it was surrealist: “Even I don’t
know who I am − a Siberian Moldovan, or a Moldovan Siberian”!
We recorded an in-depth interview from which we found out about
his life and route.
“We lived in Chisinau, Gratiesti. My grandmother and grandfather
lived in Buiucani. I remember my childhood in Moldova. I went to
school when I was 6, in Sculeanca district, I used to
pass by the Jewish cemetery. I remember the 1947’s
famine. People were coming from Gratiesti village
to Chisinau to receive food aid or to sell something
for a piece of bread. And many of them were dying
on the way, not even reaching the capital. All the
animal skins stashed somewhere away in attics have
been cut to pieces, boiled and eaten. We used to put the acorns through
the grinder, make them into flour, and my mother would make pitas.
Still, we had a garden, trees, chickens and did not feel the famine so
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much, we got by. On Sundays I would go to the Ciuflea Church with
my grandmother. We would light a candle, stand on our knees and
pray on the background of the church choir.
We were deported (my mother and three children) for being the
family of a politically repressed, since my stepfather, Ion Axenti
Cazacenco, was arrested for political reasons15. By the way, I do not
know who my biologic father was, my mother kept that information
from me. They were in a relationship but it didn’t work out. My
mother married Ion Cazacenco, a widower with a child, when I was
three years old. So, he had a child, my mother had a child, and they
started a family. They had another child together, born in March,
1942. But in the summer of 1941 he was arrested and did 10 years in
ASSR Komi. In 1952 he came here to us. The reason for his sentence
was a trivial one: he was a driver and he once commented some news
in the paper in front of a party activist. Meaning he did not
agree with some piece of news in the newspaper.
He was immediately called and asked „is there
anything you don’t like? Choose, what do you
prefer − the penalty military detachment or the
camp”? He though that there is a 99.9% chance
to die in the penalty detachment, since they were
sending people to the frontlines, and he chose the
camp.
There were no other families deported from our street, but I
remember other Moldovans such as Gutan, Chichioi and Jewish
families - Vasotchii16, Luft.
I was 12-13 years old and I remember that night very well. In the
middle of the night, an officer entered our house saying: “You have
two hours to pack your luggage − 16 kg per person”! The girls were
little, Clava had been born in 1942 and Dusea in 1940. My mother
15

16

We did not find additional information in the published documents, it seems to be a first fact-finding exercise.
Cartea Memoriei confirms these testimony: Vasotchi Vasili D. (1916), Vasotchi-Sulga Lidia I. — wife
(n. 1921), Vasotchi Vladimir V. — son (1948), from Chisinau, deported in 1949 to the Irkutsk region,
for being „merchants”, vol. I, p. 57.
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was crying and putting together what she could. The neighbors were
trying to comfort her. They took us to the train station; put us in
cattle trains, about 60 people per car. The road was long; we were
eating what my mother managed to take from home, raw pig fat and
cottage cheese. There were many elderly people in our train car, but I
didn’t see any pregnant women.
On July 24, 1949 we reached the 120th kilometer, they took us
down from the cattle trains and brought us here by trucks. It was
about 2AM and we were in the middle of nowhere in taiga. We made
a fire and we sat around it. Suddenly we heard some rustling and
of course, we were so scared it was a bear! But a cow came out of the
bushes, looking at us with surprise thinking what’s with these people
here? In the morning, they transferred us here with the ferryboat −
there were 14 military tents, for 4 people each. They were surrounded
by logs, half-way up, laid with sawdust, but the top had no thermo
insulation whatsoever. There was a cast iron stove in the middle of the
tent, burning non-stop. We lived in one of those tents − my mother,
Maria (her last name was her father’s name - Navrodschii), with
three children (me - Dumitru, Clava and Dusea) − Zina Pehut with
4 children and two old men. Why were they deported, the elderly
people? I can’t understand.
As soon as we got here, we started working in woodcutting. In
summertime, we worked with shovels, axes and saws. There was nothing
but the forest around us, there was no village. In the meantime, about
3 more kilometers of road was made. In autumn, on September 1,
we went to school. We didn’t sit around without any occupation, we
either studied and worked, or just worked. We didn’t hang around
wasting time.
We celebrated Christmas, Easter, my mother had brought a little
icon with her.
During the first winter we had -48-54°C, the temperature rarely
went up to -35°C. We had our hats and scarfs covering all our faces
entirely, except for the eyes. The next summer we started building
barracks − a common corridor with separate spaces for families.
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The youth was living a very joyful life − maybe that’s why
the village was called Vesyoloe. In summer, we were all out on the
volleyball field, there were two tennis tables that were never remained
unused. While in winter, twice a week they were bringing us films.
After the films, we would put away the chairs and dance, but at 23:30
the keeper would put the lights out and chase us all home. We lived
very friendly, we were united, respectful. We especially respected the
teachers.
I remember the day Stalin died very well − the news was broadcasted
on the radio, our entire little village heard the obituary. Maybe you
won’t believe me, but people were crying! Yes, people were crying..! Our
family received the news with regret as well, because people get afraid
to the changes from one regime to the other.
It wasn’t hard for me to speak Russian because we spoke
Russian at home too and we were going to a Russian school
from Visterniceni. My father was Ukrainian, my mother was
Moldovan (from a Polish father and Moldovan mother). In 1952,
they brought more deportees from Ukraine. I left Vesyoloe in 1953
after I graduated 7th grade with a gold medal. I studied at the
Irkutsk vocational constructions and mechanics school. And after
graduation I was sent to work in Krasnoyarsk. In autumn of
1957, they took me in the army − all the way in the Far East,
Primorsky Krai, where I worked for three years in aviation. I
was enrolled in the oxygen acquiring stations and was directly
responsible for aircraft oxygen supply for flights. In 1960, after the
army, I wanted to enter the Irkutsk Polytechnic University, but I
didn’t pass the foreign language test. So I came back here, started
working at the power plant. In 1962, I returned to Chisinau, I
had many acquaintances there. After that, my wife joined me, and
my parents returned to Moldova later − in 1964.
In Chisinau I worked at the tractor factory for 31 years, they gave
me an apartment. We have two children, both were born in Chisinau.
In 1993, we came back here with my wife, because the chaos started
there and she didn’t speak the language and insisted that we came
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back here. We decided to return and do not regret it. We came to my
wife’s homeland, because my homeland is Moldova!..
Our youngest son lives in Moldova, in Chisinau, he has a wife, two
children and a nephew already. The eldest lives
in Riga”.
These testimonials were provided in Russian,
but I asked some of my questions in Romanian
and he understood me. During the entire
discussion, from time to time, the Siberian wife
was watching us and it was clear to me that the
lady has a great influence
in their relationship. I saw a beautiful
relationship between them too, durable, based
on mutual care and respect. They celebrated
55 years of marriage recently, and continue
to be each other’s reliable support. They led
a healthy lifestyle, having given up meat for
over 20 years, eating more cereals, nuts and fish in their diet. They
are in good health and you can see it with the naked eye, because
when we arrived, right at that moment Dumitru
Cazacenco, who is over 80 years old, was on the
roof, fixing it. He showed us his fishing tools, he
made them himself. Fishing is not just a food
source for this family, but a
great pleasure
as well, available only 200m
away, because the Chuna
River flows through their garden. It is curious
that there, in the Siberian villages we have
visited, the land a family owns and works
around their homes is not regulated in any
way. To be more exact − each household
can extend their garden on as much land as they are able to work,
according to their ambitions and living needs. Thus, we can see a
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garden about 100m long next to one house, and
a garden twice as large by the next one, after
another one that is 3 times smaller, and so on. It
was interesting to notice that the Cazacenco family
had a large garden and, even if it ended suddenly
with the steep bank of the Chuna River, it had a
sort of bridge that helped one
overcome the obstacle and get to the river.
On our last day, we came back to Irkutsk.
Another 9 hours on the bus. For the locals
this is a stone’s throw away, they are used to
the big scale, with the road being all you can
see. Nevertheless,
the
road
quality
is lacking. Strangely, the drivers are
speeding on those bumpy roads and for me
it was stressful how they drove with 100140 km/h for an entire night and hearing
how other cars pass us just as hastily. We
saw ourselves back to Irkutsk at dawn and
I caught myself thinking that I am already
viewing this city differently. After seeing the Bratsk outskirts and
the villages in the Chunsk area, Irkutsk City suddenly seemed so well
tended, colorful, beautifully fitting an urban concept maybe even with
a European note. Clean streets, flower alleys, old
wooden houses and newer ones, European chain
hotels, on the backdrop of the impressions we
came back with from the Siberian countryside,
all of these brought a feel of civilization.
Using the unique opportunity we had, we
could not waste the chance to see, taste and feel
the Baikal! We even communicated with this magical unique place on
Earth! Each of us had our own language − the men went for a swim,
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the women caressed it, all of us collected stones,
took pictures, walked and told stories! Many
years ago, Virgiliu flew over it and promised
himself that one day he would come and swim in the
Baikal. He was living his dream! Some local told us
that every year they come to the Baikal and stay for
only 5 days because doctors say that the energy of
the lake is so immense, that for the modern human this time is enough
to feel significant improvements in health, sleep, thoughts. More days
at the Baikal could also be harmful for some people. Indeed, we noticed
an incredibly pure air, crystal clear water, a secular silence stretching
from the horizon all the way to our feet. I mean even the ground is
different there. It is a pity that the ecology of the region is shaky, with
people unconsciously polluting the environment.
In the afternoon, we returned to Irkutsk. We had a second round of
meetings with the academia − Mihail Rojanskii and Larisa Salahova.
We enthusiastically told them about what we had found and what
strong impressions those things made on us. In the meantime, Larisa
had verified the materials she worked on previously and she had only
then found in the researched lists and statistics some Moldovans as well.
A familiar name immediately drew my attention − Copacinshi! Bingo!
In July this year, I met Grigore Gheorghe Copacinschi in Chisinau
and invited him as a hero to the National Philharmonic „Serghei
Lunchevici” to participate in the documentary event The Memories of
Deportation. He told about the fate of his family to everyone present
in that hall, but also to those who were following the event live. And
now, in Irkutsk, I see documents expressly mentioning his family. The
inventory documents from Kolobovshina, dating back to 1952 mentions:
Grigore Gheorghe Copacinschi (1929), Mihail Gheorghe Copacinschi
(1935), Alexandra Gheorghe Copacinschi (1908). The Memory Book17
provides more information about the family, mentioning two more
deported children: Copacinschi Gheorghe — son (1941), Copacinschi
Olga — daughter (1944), from the Moara de Piatra village, Drochia
17

Cartea Memoriei, Vol. II, p. 108.
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rayon, deported in 1949 as members of a „collaborator’s” family,
rehabilitated in 1990. The documents in Chisinau, though, mention
that the family was deported in the Kurgan region, which is not true −
they were deported to Irkutsk, this being proved by both the certificate
in question and Grigore’s testimonial.
I was taken aback by the satisfaction this result gave me − we
managed to corroborate the documents from the Chisinau archives,
from the Memory Book, with those from the Irkutsk archives and oral
testimonies collected from the survivor using the oral stories method.
It is a comprehensive set of methods that can be used to study the
deportee stories. This verification and historical sources comparison
kit provides an increased certainty to the conclusions and facts we
can bring as researchers. It can also correct an error that found its
way into a certain source by accident or intentionally. Or, it can even
allow us to bring something totally new, opening new perspectives.
I made a note in my mind, that the subject of deportations
has never been seen more completely than now, when we have the
perspective from on location as well, from the special settlements the
repressed were brought to, and when we can hear the voice of those
who remained there voluntarily, forcibly or compelled
by different circumstances.
Towards the evening, we were contacted by another
Moldovan, which found out about us through a friend
from Bratsk and insisted on meeting with us. We
met the youngest Moldovan among those we got to
know during those days − Constantin Pavalachi,
only 34 years old. He told us he came here to work, after
graduating school. He found work easily and soon married a local
with whom they already have 5 children. Although he developed a
successful business in the field of wood processing, he feels the calling
to serve God and he is an orthodox theology student. He was having
an exam right next morning. And he is writing his annual paper
on The Mother of God’s life and activity. He had the calling ever
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since he was a child. In his native village, Alexeevca, Edinet rayon,
he used to go to church and help the priest in the altar, and sing in
the church choir. He brought his love for work and perseverance from
home, values that he’s cultivating in his children too. As long as his
parents were alive, he was coming to Moldova every year, but he has
not been home for 5 years now. He is nostalgic about it, he is homesick
and longs for everything that is his native village’s tradition and
culture. However, life brought him here and he is trying to live it in
a way that God would approve. In spite of his youth, he managed to
become founder of a church, also giving charity. He seemed like an
open and cheerful young man, with many true Christian values, but
also a little stubborn, especially when it comes to achieving goals that
would benefit the community.
Early in the morning, on 28th of September, when the temperature
was of about -2°C already, we boarded the plane to Moscow.
Good bye, Irkutsk! It was nice to meet you and your stories!


P.S.
General reflections on the findings:

• We have found that there is no memory policy developed and
implemented in those places of sad memory in the great vast of
Siberia, neither at central, nor local level.
• As a result, there are no monuments, commemorative plates,
headstones or crosses to commemorate the victims of the Stalinist
regime and deportations especially. Even though those people who
were deported, or were born to deportee parents still live there today,
not even they put up symbols in memoriam of those who suffered and
died in that land, as it was done in the villages from Moldova where
the community, even without the support of the administration,
raised those monuments, even if modest ones, of its own initiative.
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• The cemeteries and villages started by deportees − historic documents
− are in decay and overgrowing with vegetation. Everything that
can be restored needs to be documented as a matter of urgency, and
local museums or at least thematic exhibitions have to be organized
with those materials.
• Those who remained in Siberia, did it for personal, social, economic
reasons, some of them being enlisted in the military, other being tied
down to the place through the mixed marriages, others not having
anyone to go back to anymore, because they had buried their parents
or children in that ground.
• Some of the deportees, a small part, though, even if they returned
to their homeland after 1956, they came back to Siberia soon after.
This decision was motivated by several factors: they found they had
nothing left in their native village, in comparison to what they had
had before the deportations, and I do not mean their fortune, but
even the attitude of the community became hostile in the meantime,
because of the ideology, fear and brainwashing. They realized they
had to start over, to reintegrate, adjust to the new realities and this
is not at all easy. While most of them did exactly that, building
their third, fourth or fifth house over the years, moving from village
to village, there were still some that chose to return to their life in
Siberia.
• I noticed that among the few Moldovan deportees that stayed
there after 1953, there is no consciousness and awareness regarding
the deportations phenomenon. Their perception is from another
dimension, the one of submissive acceptance and even, on occasion,
justification. I saw the Stockholm syndrome at its own leisure, there,
in Siberia. The explanation, from my perspective, comes from the
fact that they were not given any clear and fair eyeglasses, meaning
a deportations analysis and reflection structure, they being the
product of the soviet environment, faithfully perpetuated after the
fall of the USSR as well.
• I was astonished by the gap in keeping the family memory. None
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•

•

•

•

of the families we have spoken to have the culture of keeping the
wartime photograph, documents. The act of transferring the family
history to the future generations itself is infantile or absolutely
missing.
These families have not been informed and empowered from legal
perspective either, because none of them knew about their right to be
legally rehabilitated and recognized as victim of the soviet regime,
hence of course they have not used that right. None of them have
rehabilitation certificates, none of them are on record with some
institution as a deportee or descendant of a deportee.
The Bessarabia Association members, they are the Irkutsk and
Bratsk diaspora, and they need to be informed about the history of
deportations, and through them a process to recover the oral memory
and history can be started, while it is still not too late. We have
noticed and appreciated their interest and involvement greatly, due
to their logistic possibilities and communication abilities in revealing
the subject and finding the right people. They could do a great deal,
they could become an agent that would collect the materials in the
field, a core of a learning community on this subject, and lastly, a
promoter of the culture of memory.
Through this expedition we introduced three source approaches
in the scientific circuit, which bring added value and complete
the historical picture of the deportations and deported people: the
settlements the deportees have established, the cemeteries where
so many of them were buried and the deportees that remained
or returned to Siberia. We added the authentic testimony to the
information in The Memory Book, either with the personal data
on the grave crosses from the cemeteries, either with the Siberian
archives source, or with the photograph of the object itself (barrack,
well, house, grave cross, person, etc.).
Summing up, we have to state that, understanding the great
responsibility we bear, the historical projection of the Stalinist
deportations raised to a different level − more generous sourcewise,
of higher quality, more in-depth and more polyvalent as a result.
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Post Post Scriptum
Some of the colleagues on this expedition shared their experience,
emphasizing what it meant to them and what they have discovered
in Siberia.
Corina Cojocaru, editor at TVM
News of the trip to Siberia came as the
realization of a dream. Until then, I had read
many books, heard true, raw, sad stories from
living people as well as various theories told by
history processors. I had expected to be met by
a “Frozen Siberia”, but everything was different.
After getting off the plane to a place where my grandparents told they
found bitter cold and a sea of forests, I was taken by the scent of wood,
which was present everywhere.
The typical soviet towns, with wooden buildings, not too friendly people
and very old trolleybuses leaves the impression of a slightly forgotten world.
It’s impressive that the locals don’t have any qualms regarding the great
distances between towns. Those owning good cars can afford to drive 500
km to get a coffee with someone or have lunch or dinner.
The number of Bessarabians that have settled in Siberia’s towns and
are doing very well for themselves is impressive. There, I met businessmen
who turned a blind eye to the historical aspect of the place where they grew
roots and earned respect through their work.
The meetings with Moldavians who stayed behind or came back to the
places where they had been deported were the most moving. Their effort
and joy to speak in Romanian makes one never forget them as well as love
one’s roots even more. I felt how they feigned happiness in their homes that
look exactly like those in typical Russian pictures, but would shed tears of
longing for their native places, relatives, torrid summers and mild winters.
Deported Moldavians built beautiful houses in Vesiolii village as well
as wherever they passed by. Meanwhile, the harrowing temporary shelters
now have a different look.
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In Siberia, I came across Moldovans with “Destinies fit for a collection”,
who found wealth there, but their thoughts are always about the good
things from back home, the mother awaiting them or the graves of their
parents.

Alexandru Ghetan, PhD student at the Faculty of History and
Philosophy, USM
The trip to Siberia had multiple

connotations, both for my professional training
as a historian but more significantly for my life
experience. For me, this study visit was a bridge
between my knowledge of the deportations from
Bessarabia gathered from various books and the
possibility to gain a firsthand view of the places
where this written history took place. At the same time, this expedition
gave me the opportunity to put the “oral history” into practice. The latter
allowed me to understand the role of emotional involvement historical
research, while giving me the possibility to collect and analyze a multitude
of opinions belonging to those involved in the events that took place in
1949. For me personally, this expedition helped in gaining a big picture
regarding what Siberia is all about, through its climate, vegetation, fauna
and population. Besides the trips out west which have become ordinary for
our people, there’s an eastern (Siberian) region so close from a historical
experience perspective to Bessarabians, yet geographically so foreign.

Violeta Gorgos, director, TVR Iasi
The joy of making a film. The audacity to make it without

documentation, a script, cuts, but rather from
„what we stumble upon along the way”. The
curiosity for discovering places and people. The
responsibility for colleagues back home who had
scheduled its broadcast even before the trip to
the location had taken place.
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The need to leave a morsel of soul to the protagonists as reward for the
kindness with which they treated us. Mrs. Galina made pancakes for us,
Mihail subtly guided us so that we may get where
we needed to, Mina didn’t want to be filmed but
was like a guardian angel in Taiga, Vasile showed
us a Moldovan’s cellar bearing the Moldavian
flag on the wall in Siberia, another Vasile, also
Moldovan, together with Valeriu hosted us in their
homes and took us along roads to them unknown so
that we may find what we were looking for. ..
The chance to film together with Oleg Ivanovici, to sleep in the same
bed with Corina, to talk without haste to Viorica, to see the world through
the student’s eyes of Mariana and Natalita, to tease Alexandru, to get
upset with Octavian and to be brother and sister with Virgiliu.
The chance to have fish on the shores of lake Baikal and admire
the bravery of the group’s men in getting into the water (willingly and
unwillingly), while the outside temperature measured 8 degrees C.
The wisdom to accept the world as it is. With scarred pain, mellowed
misfortunes, realities beyond biases and living people reconciled with death.
For all these personal experiences that Siberia offered me, I declare
myself delighted.

Yours sincerely,

Thank you so much to all!
Viorica Olaru-Cemirtan
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NOTES
Please reflect on how tolerance and empathy build the social cohesion?
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